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Pima BoS, 

You want to blow millions, to promote tourism. What are your slogans? 

1. Visit Tucson and remember to pack a sidearm, since we're all about unneeded bells and 
whistles to promote tourism and not your safety? 

2. Enjoy Tucson's streetcar. Watch traffic pile up on downtown Tucson's narrow streets. Perhaps 
you can joyfully experience watching accidents, bike tires getting caught in the tracks or 
someone getting hit or breaking body parts, since we're all about unneeded bells and whistles 
to promote tourism and not your safety? 

3. Visit one of our many homeless locations and see how we treat them, since we're all about 
unneeded bells and whistles to promote tourism and not resolving our homeless safety 
issues? 

Hopefully you get the point, but have plenty more if you request to see them. Believe me, I'm n:c;,t 
the only one thinking of these and seeing what is going on. Your continuing reckless decisions , 
have already greatly hurt Tucson and its surrounding areas. If this was your goal, congrats BoS, : · 
you 1ve succeeded! Now please stop. : : , 
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Tucson Crime Index of 3 (100 is the safest). Chicago is safer with a 9. Is the majority of the BOS 
assuming tourists are too stupid not to figure out Tucson is very dangerous? If the answer is yes, 
please resign as you can be replaced with those who really know how to fix with our high crime 
rates, which will in itself promote tourism. 

Climate change 



Oh, the thing that's been ongoing for some 4.5 billion years. Seriously, who on the board has 
taken real classes (Al Gore obviously has not) on how this really works? It's plainly obvious you 
have not for even bringing up the topic of eliminating gas vehicles, to solve something, that will 
not work. 

Hints on what topics you can start researching: 

1. Earth's wobble and axial tilt changes 
2. Sun Solar Cycles, sunspot activates, solar flares and how they all affect the earth 
3. Slight changes in orbit around the sun 
4. By Expert Dr. Madhav l<hadekar https://www.dnaindia.com/technology/report-climate

change-is-caused-by-nature-not-human-activity-1501621 
5. As a retired Electrical Engineer, I always have a good laugh watching an EV go up in flames. If 

you have to ask why, I would only hurt your feeling, while explaining it. 

Regards, 
Philip Kortesis 
Elected PC 
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